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Abstract. This note is an exposition of reductions among the q strong Diffie-Hellman problem and
related problems, and is based on the first author’s master thesis.

We discuss reductions among the q-strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH) problem [1, 2] and related
problems. Cheon [3] defined a variant of the q-SDH problem (Cheon’s q-SDH problem) and inves-
tigated difficulty of it. Mitsunari et al. [4] used another variant, q-weak Diffie-Hellman (q-WDH)
problem, to construct a secure traitor tracing scheme.

– The q-SDH problem is to compute (g1/(α+c), c) for given (g, gα, gα2
, . . . , gαq

).
– Cheon’s q-SDH problem is to compute gαq

for given (g, gα, gα2
, . . . , gαq

).
– The q-WDH problem is to compute g1/α for given (g, gα, gα2

, . . . , gαq
).

[The q-SDH problem is reduced to the q-WDH problem.] Assume that an instance of the q-
SDH problem (g, gα, gα2

, . . . , gαq
) is given. For any c ∈ Zp, we compute (g, gα+c, g(α+c)2 , . . . , g(α+c)q

),
input it to the q-WDH problem oracle and obtain g1/(α+c). Thus we obtain an answer (g1/(α+c), c)
for the q-SDH problem.

We see that Cheon’s q-SDH problem is equivalent to the q-WDH problem.
[Cheon’s q-SDH problem is reduced to the q-WDH problem.] Assume that an instance of
Cheon’s q-SDH problem (g, gα, gα2

, . . . , gαq
) is given. We let β denote α−1 and let h = gαq

, hβ =
gαqβ = gα(q−1)

, hβ2
= gαqβ2

= gα(q−2)
, . . . , hβq

= gαqβq
= g. We input (h, hβ , hβ2

, . . . , hβq
) to the

q-WDH oracle and obtain h1/β, which is gαqβ−1
= gα(q+1)

. Thus we obtain an answer gα(q+1)
for

Cheon’s q-SDH problem.

[The q-WDH problem is reduced to Cheon’s q-SDH problem.] Assume that an instance of
the q-WDH problem (g, gα, gα2

, . . . , gαq
) is given. We let β denote α−1 and let h = gαq

, hβ = gαqβ =
gα(q−1)

, hβ2
= gαqβ2

= gα(q−2)
, . . . , hβq

= gαqβq
= g. We input (h, hβ, hβ2

, . . . , hβq
) to Cheon’s q-

SDH oracle and obtain hβq+1
, which is equal to gαqβq+1

= gαqα−(q+1)
= gα−1

. Thus we obtain an
answer gα−1

for the q-WDH problem.

Consequently, we have

the q-SDH problem ≤ the q-WDH problem ≡ Cheon’s q-SDH problem.
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